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The aim of this presentation is not to present various theories of playing  as they have been 

changing along with the changes in the psychological paradigma nor is it play categorization 

as there is no cohesion about it in the literature on the topic. In the theoretical part of this 

presentation I will pay attention to the aspects that may be put to practice in our work with  

children, namely, functions and developmental preconditions of playing.  

Beside working and learning, playing is the third basic type of human activity. From the 

comparative psychology's perspective, it is an expression of advanced evolutionary 

developmental processes of the brain and it may be observed only in highly organized animal 

species, i.e. mammals and some bird species.  

As for now, nor psychology neither educational science has reached any definition of playing 

that would be widely agreed on and widely accepted. In the lack of such a definition I would 

like to approach the concept of playing basing on its functions.  

Playing forms an important factor in child's development and it takes an important place in 

the adult life. When trying to list its functions one needs to mention its influence on: 

sensomotor development of a child, formation of the child's emotional world and cultivation 

of affection -related intellect. Children train their interpersonal skills and they learn rules of 

group behaviour while playing. Reflecting on the essence of playing it is worth a while to 

realize the duality built into its very nature. True playing is at the same time somehow serious 

and not serious; it is a pleasure but it is also an activity requiring  a great mental and physical 

effort. 

The concept of playing as created by adults is completely foreign to children - a child 

perceives his play world as most real. Still in spite of it any healthy child at any given time is 

able to come back from this felt-as-real play world to the really real world. This duality has 

been wonderfully grasped by Mr Tomasz Czub in his book "A child at play and in the world 

of language": "[Playing] is a chance for rules creation yet it is itself subjected to very well 

defined rules accepted and followed by the child with full determination. Playing makes you 

happy and at the same time it hurts; it is safe as a "make-believe world" while it may bring 

about a real danger; it is constant tiptoeing on the borderline between mine and not-mine, 

between what I know and what I do not know, what I can and what I cannot, what I am sure 

of and what I have only a vague intuition of." One of the most important functions of playing  

is providing the child with the opportunity to experience himself/herself in various situations. 

The child is testing his or her physical skills and psychological responses in the safe 

environment of play. Through playing children get better grasp of the reality while learning to 

differentiate between their strong and weak points. This is on one hand. On the other hand, 

they get in touch with the world of their dreams and are stimulated to make these dreams 

come true. Functions of playing might be listed for a long time. Still there is one special 

function which needs to be specially stressed. Playing is ENJOYABLE, it brings fun. Playing 

would not lose its amusing function even if none of before mentioned factors were to be 

found. Yet if the playing stops being enjoyable, if it does not bring fun any more, then it 

ceases to be playing at all. According to the stand of educational science, making the child 

enjoying itself,  providing an opportunity for positive emotions to come forward must be 

treated as a value in itself. We may also brave a statement that enjoyment of the child at play 

is the measure of the play's usefulness. A good play makes any child - regardless of individual 



traits - able to find their own place in the activity with their particular capabilities and 

deficiencies.  Such playing has a chance to become the fullest possible response to the child's 

needs, capabilities and hopes.  

It is worth to mention at this point that playing takes different forms in different 

developmental stages. Being aware and knowledgeable about the subsequent developmental 

stages is particularly important as it enables us to offer to each patient an activity appropriate 

for his developmental age. Now I will shortly present  an image of playing as it changes with 

age.  

In the first months of life a normally developing child starts to put in order sensations flowing 

in via still immature perception apparatus and nervous system. The first clear symptoms of 

playing can be observed already at infancy. Sensorial plays are typical at this stage. The 

caretakers smile at the child - the child smiles back. They hug and caress the child - the child 

approves of this closeness and touching. 

At the second developmental stage reaching an end before the third year of age we may 

observe that the child relies heavily on the situation in which he/she is at the moment. Playing 

takes on sensomotor nature at this phase. It is caused and stimulated by physical  objects 

which become also the main motives for the play. So the door stimulates the child to opening 

and closing of the door, the stairs stimulate the child to climb up and down the steps, a bell 

stimulates the child to ring the bell, and a horse... Yes, a horse stimulates the child to ride a 

horse. 

Since about the third year of age physical objects lose their motivational nature. Now what a 

child can see becomes separated from what the child thinks. It is since then that the "make-

believe" type of play becomes possible and therefore it gains utmost importance. Now a 

pillow may become a galloping horse, a stick turns into a sword while the participant and the 

author of the whole play himself changes into a knight.  

The presented description of evolving of the nature of playing applies to a healthy child.  Its 

course may be distorted by disturbances in development and functioning of the central 

nervous system or emotional problems. Adapting the specific training to the needs and nature 

of an individual child is made possible for us by combining the knowledge of a healthy child's 

developmental stages with information on the individual patient's disease and careful 

observation of the patient's behaviour. 

 

INTRODUCING A HORSE INTO A PLAY 

 

What possibilities will open up for us when we introduce a horse into a play? Certainly they 

are many but they have to be adapted to the individual needs and problems of the child.  

Experiencing softness, warmth and strength of this animal is what appeals most to the anxious 

and insecure patients. Appropriate handling of this children's relationship with the horse will 

create a chance for the patient to overcome his/her fears and experience a success that in turn 

boosts up the usually low self-esteem. Overcoming his fear of horses and learning to ride 

provides the child with a precious model of behaviour in difficult situations. That's why when 

we organize festivals or competitions we make sure they have audience of representatives of 

various groups the child is a member of - we invite his family, classmates, therapeutic group's  

participants. A performance in front of such an audience provides the disabled child with a 

chance to change his image.  

Another therapeutic possibility provided by horses that may be taken advantage of while 

playing with children is to do with the fact that a horse - with our discreet instruction - may 

both calm down or stimulate the rider. Excessive excitement of a child may be brought down 

with rhythmic, rocking walk of a horse making long steps. A child searching for more 

intensive stimuli to reach the optimal stimulation level may find them while trotting. A child 



with slow psychomotor responses will be encouraged to come back to the "here and now" by 

frequent changes of the horse's speed e.g. walk to trot or if the earlier is not possible taking a 

walk with faster rhythm.  Delivering sessions to children with disturbed behavioural patterns 

as well as to children suffering from insecurity we can stress that a horse is big and strong. 

Still this very fact  will bring different effects in these groups. Insecure children will associate 

the horse's strength with stability and security. For behaviourally disturbed children we will 

aim at association of these traits with a training of self-control plus stables and manege rules 

formation and following. Moreover, contact with horses positively affects child's ability to 

concentrate and teaches taking responsibility not just for yourself but also for the animal to 

whom the rider should be a friend and a boss at the same time. Learning to ride is an authentic 

activity not degrading to one's self-esteem and pride. Quite to the contrary, it may truly boost 

it. Importance of this should not be underestimated, particularly when working with children 

and young people fully aware of their disability. As for keeping fit, let me just mention that 

keeping appropriate posture while riding is a complex exercise to the postural muscles.  If you 

mount a horse and take a ride after a long break, the next day you feel pain in numerous 

muscles you had not even been aware of before. It is an effect of physical work performed by 

the muscles during the ride. Therefore we do not need to offer to our riders supplemental 

training during every session. Keeping one's balance while riding and following the 

movement of the horse is substantial effort for the rider as such.    

All the ways in which a horse may affect its rider I have mentioned before - and many more I 

have not mentioned - increase their positive effects if applied during a well-organized playing 

session. Children are almost always more involved in the activity performed while playing 

than while training.  Playing they don't even know they train anything, they do train without 

thinking about it. At play the child takes initiative in his/her own hands as opposed to simple 

following of instructions from adults which is also very important. It brings one very 

meaningful consequence - at play children have an opportunity to make decisions and in turn 

they feel more responsible for these decisions. Playing may also be a form of communication 

with the child in the psychotherapeutic process. These are just few of the reasons for which 

we should introduce more play elements to our hipotherapy sessions. 

Before we move on with the presentation to describe methods of structuring and conducting 

playing while riding, let me add a few words about qualities of the play supervisor and very 

important safety questions. 

 

QUALITIES OF THE PLAY SUPERVISOR 

 

According to the psychological research, there is a correlation between the style of 

supervision chosen by an adult taking care of playing children and the level of satisfaction 

with playing experienced by these children (Flemming and Fritz, 1998).    The therapist 

should co-create the play together with children. There are certain rules, particularly regarding 

safety, which are out of discussion,  especially in the manege. Yet there are other elements in 

any play which we may discuss with children or at least give them some choice so they can 

feel they have some influence on what is happening. As Irene Fleming puts it, the session 

supervisor should first of all "work with children's power and not dominate them with his/her 

own strength". Usually to make children interested in the play it is enough that the therapist 

enjoys himself and lets the children's enthusiasm carry him away. Malgorzata Koscielska in 

the book "Faces of disability" notes that "taking by an adult the managing function in playing 

makes the children less interested in it and decreases their creativity" (1995). Here I would 

like to bring to your attention the difference which should be clear in the behavioural style of 

a riding instructor and that of a person supervising children play in the manege.  



The instructor's aim is to assist the child in mastering riding skills. He should take on the role 

of a guide and specialist through his authority. It makes the child feel safe and secure helping 

to overcome difficulties and  gain new experience. 

The play supervisor may be much more flexible towards children and more focused on 

bringing to maximum their pleasure and enjoyment. It is necessary in this situation to find the 

right balance between influencing the children to follow the therapist's concepts and allowing 

for spontaneous and uninhibited flow of the children's enjoyment and initiative.  It is also very 

important that the therapist creates an appropriate climate e.g. for integrating of the children 

who usually are excluded from the peer group because of their disability.  

Let us remember that the way a horse affect the child in not specific - a horse as such does not 

bring the same emotions in all the children. As I have mentioned before, horse-riding in itself 

may be relaxing to some, and arousing - to others. What it will eventually become to our 

riders depends heavily on the will of the hipotherapist. In other words, the kind of therapeutic 

influence of the horse depends on our subtle intervention. Hipotherapy offers us a wide scope 

of possible effects which makes it potentially helpful in correction of numerous disorders. The 

very same reason makes it more difficult, though, as it is necessary to adopt an appropriate, 

highly individualized strategy of therapeutic work with any given child. Horse's presence 

provides us with many opportunities and if we stimulate it skilfully we may offer the child a 

choice of many different roles like being a responsible caretaker to the horse but also a 

demanding rider  able to make this big animal follow the orders. 

Horses are big and strong animals and their behaviour is always a little unpredictable to us. 

Therefore our negligence, or even worse, ignorance of the safety rules puts the children, the 

horses and ourselves at risk of painful or even physically dangerous consequences. Playful 

children may become so excited they forget to follow the safety rules and their behaviour can 

upset the horses. We should remember the rule of limited trust both to the children and to the 

horses particularly at the times when there are a few horses and riders in the manege at the 

same time. The degree to which we can keep the situation under control depends on our 

knowledge of the safety "do's" and "don't's", as well as our knowledge of our horses and the 

horses as such. Many hipotherapists being specialists in different fields tend to play down the 

importance of the therapist's experience with horses. Still it is so important exactly because it 

teaches us how to predict and avoid possibly dangerous situations.  Good preparation of the 

horse-riding session is most of all making it safe. Let us always remember to tell the parents 

in advance what the children should wear, to teach to the children the rules they have to 

follow while in the stables and in the manege, and to present the assistants with the session's 

rules and order. 

 

STRUCTURING AND DELIVERY OF THE PLAY DURING THE HIPOTHERAPY 

SESSIONS 

 

According to Lev Vygotsky, an outstanding Soviet researcher of the children's behaviour, 

playing occurs when a child's development reaches the stage when unsatisfied wishes occur. 

In the early childhood the child expresses many wishes out of which not all may be satisfied 

immediately. For instance, a child seeing a horse on a meadow wants to mount the horse and 

gallop just the way it was shown on TV. In this stage the child's ability to postpone his 

gratification is very limited (practically you never meet a three-year-old child wanting to do 

something in a few days!). So the child is looking for a substitute gratification. It is exactly at 

this moment that the concept of playing comes around - if I cannot ride a real horse, I can 

change my chair, my pillow or any other object I find handy into a horse and then ride it. 

Watching the children play spontaneously is of utmost importance to people working with 

them as the play provides a wonderful diagnostic material which may not be substituted by 



anything else.  Watching the children at play we may conclude about their needs and 

problems but we can also structure their play in such a way that it is able to contain both their 

wishes and their limitations alike. 

When structuring a hipotherapeutic session it is most important to make it a play with true 

horse's role in it. It does not make sense to make it a play which could just as well take place 

in a playroom. Similarly,  I cannot see any therapeutic aspects in a session during which a 

child experiencing problems in proper understanding of the reality is offered a play on a 

horseback completely separated from the very situation created for the child by the horse's 

presence. Hipotherapy may not become a situation deprived of any space for 

acknowledgement of its object and subject, namely, the horse and the child. Summing up, 

when structuring a hipotheraputic session we should base it on full appreciation of therapeutic 

opportunities provided by the horse. No matter how diverse the child patients are, for all of 

them mastering one's own body and emotions is a perfect way to establish a fulfilling 

relationship with the horse. This relationship is fulfilling and valuable both for the child rider 

as for the child taking care of the horse while on the ground.  

When structuring the sessions for the children I take care of I try to root the play situations in 

three important words: RULES, PROTECTION, COURAGE.   

 

THE RULES. For a play to be truly a play it needs to follow strictly defined rules accepted by 

the child. Keeping to these rules becomes a precondition of satisfaction. Breaking the rules 

destroys the play and children are very sensitive about it ("We will not play with him because 

he's cheating").  When playing with horses, definition of the rules becomes particularly 

important because the children's safety can depend on it. Any play with rules stated and kept 

is of utmost educational value. It makes the children aware of the fact that there are some 

rules in the social world which need to be accepted but sometimes may also be rejected. It 

also makes them aware that once the rules have been agreed on, any success is possible only 

within these rules. 

PROTECTION. Every child should be aware that playing during a hipotherapeutic session 

takes place in direct presence of an animal which is a feeling and sensitive being. When 

playing with children I try to focus their attention on what they as disabled children can offer 

to the horses. I would call it a "completely serious play of responsibility". Cleaning the horse, 

washing the hoofs, picking up grass for one's favourite - it all gives the child an opportunity to 

experience himself as a "giver". If we suggest to children playing "the best stable-boy in the 

world taking the best care of his horses" and we create some space for their spontaneity, in a 

while they will add new creative elements to their game ("Well, I could, for instance, pick up 

some more grass for Doran" - offered a youngster with the Down syndrome at one of recent 

sessions). Thanks to sessions like this children and young people learn compassion becoming 

more sensitive to what can make others feel good or bad.   

COURAGE. Horses are animals of size and strength demanding respect. Just coming close to 

them requires some courage. Yet horses are also easy to frighten which makes their responses 

quite unpredictable. This particular quality of our "therapeutic equipment" can be skilfully 

used in the therapeutic process. When I can see the horse is already frightened or insecure I 

make use of the "courageous rider" game. Usually a nervous horse makes the child scared. 

Then I tell him to imagine himself as a "very courageous rider" making the horse feel safe. 

Such a rider can calm the horse down and make him ride by some very rustling bushes. Of 

course, I make use of this game only if I have a reason to  believe that the child or the 

assistant is able to control the horse. In this game we ask the child to take responsibility both 

for himself and for the animal.  

Both an insecure child as the one tending to play the danger down usually behave in this 

situation in a similar way - they pat the horse's neck, reassure the animal with words like 



"Don't be scared", encourage him by stronger move of the calf - because they know there is 

nothing dangerous in the bushes. At this very moment the child takes control over the big and 

strong animal, at this moment in the duo of the rider and the horse the child takes the 

responsibility, at this moment the child at last experiences himself as courageous. 

Offering to a child playing "something" in a make-believe world we need to make sure that 

the child has some point of reference, namely that the child knows what we play. Once I have 

prepared a parcour of numbered rods and I offered an obstacle ride to one of my riders. To my 

surprise the child was not interested at all. It turned out afterwards that this child has never 

seen any competition of the kind. If the child does not know what we play, the playing 

activity instantly changes into a task. Children coming to hipotherapeutic sessions can be 

divided into two basic groups. The first one is formed by children to whom hipotherapy is just 

another form of therapy offered to them.  These children not necessarily like our main 

therapeutic tool, i.e. horses. Of course, there is nothing wrong with that. They have a right to 

dislike horses and this right has to be respected. After all, numerous healthy adults are scared 

of these big animals or dislike, for instance, their smell. Nobody brings it up against them or 

diagnoses  their adaptation problems. Let us remember that joining a hipotherapy class is very 

rarely a child's own decision rooted in his own interest. In most cases it is a doctor offering 

this therapy and parents bringing the child to the class without asking his or her opinion.  To 

these children we may offer playing that rehabilitates the impaired functions. As I mentioned 

before, a child is almost always more involved in an activity taken up at play than at a 

training. Here I would like to present a few examples of such a play: 

 

The first one may be called "Searching hands". Its main objective is to stimulate tactile 

perception, recognition and memorizing of tactile sensations and formation of cognitive 

representations of parts of horse's body in the child's cognitive apparatus. We need a calm 

horse of a height appropriate to the child's height (i.e. the child can easily reach the horse's 

head). We ask the child to take a close look of the horse while patting his head, neck, belly 

etc. Then we blindfold the child (or we ask him to close his eyes) and we give an instruction 

e.g. "Hands search for the horse's head". Each time the child is positive about finding the part 

of the horse's body which was asked for, he or she may take the blindfold off and check. By 

the way, we train the child's understanding of concepts like soft or hard, short or long etc. Of 

course, the child's safety is a priority here so the supervisor of the play must be always alert. 

 

The play called "Ride after the thrown ball" aims at developing a sense of being able to 

provoke changes, improving eye-to-movement co-ordination and training of horse-driving 

skills. This game is attractive even to young and poorly functioning children. Starting the play 

off, the therapist gives to the child a ball asking him or her to throw it in any direction. Then 

the child is to ride to the ball and stop by it. The therapist gives the ball to the child again and 

the whole thing is repeated. The child is free to choose direction and strength with which the 

ball is thrown. The play may be useful even for children not able to throw a ball.  In this case 

the ball is thrown by the therapist and the child points the direction in which the horse is to be 

led.  

 

The play called "An apple on a plate" supports training of balancing responses. It requires a 

plastic plate and an apple. In a place precisely defined as the starting point the child puts the 

apple on the plate. The task is to reach the finish with the apple still on the plate. The rider's 

back should be straight and hands straightened in elbows. After reaching the finishing point 

the child offers the apple to the horse. In the simplest version the horse is riding along a 

straight line. In the more complicated version we introduce riding along a curved line (e.g. 

between  posts). The assistant should be particularly alert conducting this play as the child can 



easily lose balance. The play is very attractive to audience so we can introduce it for 

competitions open to the public. 

 

The second set of playing games consists of games directed to the group of children interested 

in horses and riding. One of the motives behind their coming to the stables is their liking for 

horses. A large riding club able to include disabled children forms an ideal place for these 

games. Yet if we have at our disposal only a small hipotherapeutic center - which is more 

probable - let us remember we can still create children-friendly stables and true riding 

environment providing the children with opportunities to develop their riding skills as a 

hobby. Children and young people have their favourite horses there and they are able to take 

care of these horses and their equipment. Stables like that provides opportunity to meet after 

classes and establish new "horse-connected" relationships. Organizing riding competitions 

and shows falling back on the cavalry and hunting traditions helps to create a true riding 

climate in the center.  

Before I finish I would like to introduce to you three games rooted in these very traditions 

though slightly modified to meet our needs. They have been constructed following the three 

rules mentioned before. I will describe the fullest versions of the games accessible for better 

functioning children. Still each one of them can be simplified to match the child's age and 

capabilities.  

 

"Knighting a rider" 

"Knighting a rider" is not a game as much as a kind of riding celebration. A successful 

candidate needs to master certain skills to qualify i.e.: 

- cleaning a horse 

- recognition of the most important parts of riding equipment (bit, reins, saddle: stirrups, 

saddle-girth) 

- bridling and saddling a horse (help of a more skilful "older rider" is acceptable) 

The candidate for knighting is required to possess substantial knowledge of: the basic safety 

rules regarding behaviour in a horse's presence; horse's looks (where is the mane, where the 

tail); horse's eating habits; horse's colours and how to differentiate between them. A 

successful passing of the "test" is followed with the knighting celebration. Children should be 

dressed to stress the importance of the event - wearing white riding-breeches (which may be 

substituted with white leggins), a black or navy-blue jacket (or a jumper in appropriate 

colours), a white shirt and a riding cap as always. Children which are to be honoured with 

knighting mount festively dressed horses and stand in a row. The most important person in the 

stables is touching each candidate's shoulder with an elegant whip - gently enough not to 

frighten the horses - and says: 

" I (here the most important person in the stables puts in his or her own name) in the presence 

of all who gathered here, knight you (here comes the name of the child) to a rider and a full 

member of our club of Friends of the Horses. Today you are granted with the privilege of 

choosing a horse you will take care of".    

Then there comes the time for photographers after which the newly knighted riders take a lap 

of honour around the square. The ceremony ends with a bonfire with baked potatoes and 

bigos, Polish traditional hunter's meal of cooked pickled cabbage and meat. 

 

"The Race of St. Hubertus " 

The traditional race of St. Hubertus takes place on the 3
rd

 November and is the most important 

ceremony to all riders and hunters. The race starts with a ceremonial briefing of riders after 

which the race with obstacles follows in a forest led by so called "masters". The central point 

of the ceremony is called "hunting the fox". Riders and horses exhausted with the first part of 



the race reach a wide opening in the forest where they meet a new rider on a fresh horse with 

a fox tail clipped to the shoulder. He is "the fox". The person who takes the  tail off the rider's 

shoulder becomes the winner of the race and the king of the symbolic hunt.  

As the child patients' riding skills most probably would not allow for their participation in a 

traditionally held race of St. Hubertus, I suggest certain simplification of the game to make it 

safer and accessible to more children.   

St. Hubertus's Day is the greatest riding celebration so the riders should be dressed 

appropriately. The horses should also be prepared for the celebration.  It is not easy to dress 

the horse up (not just for the St. Hubertus's Day but also for other important riding festivals). 

Still it is worth a while to learn it as its effects are really breath-taking. Washing the tails, 

plaiting of tresses, bandaging the legs with white bandages - can really change disheveled and 

bellied ponies to elegant riding horses. Please, pay your attention to the fact that too loose or 

too tight bandaging of legs can seriously harm the horse so it needs to be done by an 

experienced  staff member. Still the rest of the task should be performed by the riders 

themselves supervised by therapists. It is obvious, though, that not all the children will be able 

to take part in the race for various reasons. To integrate all the children in our club we ask 

each one of them to choose one horse they will help to prepare for the race. This way they 

will all feel included in the ceremony anyhow. 

The start of the game is similar to the way the traditional Race of St. Hubertus starts. We have 

a ceremonial briefing of the riders, too. Children leave the stables accompanied by two 

masters - one opening the line and one at its end. In the forest all kinds of obstacles await the 

riders -  rods for walking pace, a slalom between trees, a passage under very low tree 

branches. Of course, the obstacles are chosen to match the riders' and horses' capabilities. 

When the riders struggle with obstacles in the forest, the audience is led to the place where the 

most attractive part of the race is to be held. There the organisers light a bonfire and treat the 

audience to a hot cup of tea to keep it from boredom.  

The main difference between the children's race and the traditional one is that we exclude the 

pursuit of the fox for safety reasons.  We substitute the pursuit with hiding the fox's tail within 

boundaries of a given area (not too bushy coppice is the best place possible). Before starting 

off, the master agrees with the children the highest pace they can use - e.g. "walk" means they 

may ride only at a walking pace; "trot" means they can walk or trot etc. Then the master gives 

a signal with a trumpet and all the riders set off to search the fox. Their task is to find the tail 

as fast as possible. The tail should be hidden in such a way that the children can find it 

without getting off their horses.  The best way is to camouflage it for the occasion - e.g. fix 

the white tail to the white bark of a birch-tree.  Audience should not know where the tail has 

been hidden, either. They can encourage their favourite riders yet without entering the marked 

area where "the fox has hidden". The rider who finds the tail is pronounced the king of the 

hunt.  

 

"The horse's birthday" 

It is not so much a game as an excuse for children to get together and enjoy themselves. The 

party is hosted by the children in care of the horse celebrating his birthday. Their task is to 

prepare the treat for the jubilee's horse friends (carrot and bread) as well as for his human 

friends (sweets and juice). On the anniversary of his birthday the celebrating horse should be 

appropriately prepared for the occasion - his hoofs smeared, his tail and mane washed. 

 

I would like to end by reminding you the words of Jean Piaget who said once that making a 

child play is a therapy in itself. 
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